R1200 ~ Groups or Families recieve 10% discount

Please EFT payment to: Frontline Fellowship ~ First National Bank ~ Account: 50170589260 ~ Branch Code: 250 655
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please email application to: admin@frontline.org.za or return to Frontline Fellowship P.O. Box 74 Newlands 7725 South Africa

Cost

Do you believe in the Bible as the inspired, infallible and inherent Word of God?________________________________

Occupation:____________________________________ Home Church:_____________________________________

Telephone (h):_________________________ (w):__________________________ (c):__________________________

Province:____________________ Postal Code:______________ E-mail:_____________________________________

Address:________________________________________________________ Nationality:______________________

Name: __________________________________ Date of Birth:___________________ Marital Status:_____________

3 - 9 January 2020

- Please complete and return with full payment to secure your participation-

Biblical Worldview Summit - Registration Form

Some of the written responses
from BWS participants included:

“Practical, intense, Bible-based
and God-centered.”
“Refreshing!”; “Powerful!”
“I have grown closer to Christ, to live an
obedient and surrendered life.”
“A brilliant camp full of the truth from
God’s Word.”; “Inspirational!”
“Incredibly eye-opening and inspiring!”
“The BWS has rekindled a fire that had
died down and showed me the Christian
I ought to be.”

FRONTLINE FELLOWSHIP ~ admin@frontline.org.za ~ www.FrontlineMissionSA.org

The Biblical Worldview Summit helps you
realise your God-given potential to take positive
action to change your world for Christ. This is
accomplished through a unique programme of:
guest lecturers, international speakers, authors
from all over the world and key leaders in their
fields, special film presentations, discussion groups,
practicals, outreaches, outdoor activities, projects
and interaction with others determined to make an
impact on the world for Christ. Detailed manuals,
textbooks and lecture notes are provided as part of
the course.

Do you want to change
your world for Christ?

“Always be ready to give a defence....” 1 Peter 3:15
Is Revival the prayer of your heart?
The Biblical Worldview Summit applies the
Lordship of Christ to all areas of life.
Those who understand the ideas that rule the world will
have the opportunity to influence the world of ideas.
The Biblical Worldview Summit prepares young
people practically to deal with the issues, temptations
and pressures of life. Young people are equipped with
the facts and skills they need to deal with atheism,
humanism, Hollywood and evolutionism.
The Summit is primarily aimed at young people (ages
13-28), but adventurous adults are also welcome.
As a family friendly camp, there will be a parallel
programme for younger children.
The Biblical Worldview Summit focuses on life
changing ideas.
Everyone has a “worldview”, a way of interpreting
everything that happens in the world. The Bible has
an explanation for the universe, but so do Secular
Humanists, Evolutionists and New Agers. Each of
these worldviews is founded on ideas. Ideas have far
reaching consequences.

We see much
of the world
becoming worse
because
most
Christians are
not practically
involved.
We
need to be the
salt of the earth
and the light of
the world. We
need to show the
world that the
Christian Faith makes a positive difference in every
area of life.
It is time to reclaim our Christian heritage and to
demonstrate to the world that the Bible has the best
answers to society’s most pressing problems.
To do this, we need to understand the times in
which we live and learn to effectively defend and
clearly communicate, the Gospel to a needy world.
This Summit aims to give you:
• Biblical direction in your life
• Great Christian friendships
• An understanding of the forces shaping our world
• A positive defence of your Faith
• Motivation to make a difference
• Confidence in your abilities
The Programme
The subjects covered in a Summit course include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the Ideas that Rule the World
The World War of Worldviews
Creation vs. Evolution
Surviving and Thriving at University
Christian Apologetics and Effective Evangelism
Dealing with Guilt Manipulation
The Battle for the Mind in the News Media
Leadership and Conflict Resolution Skills
Free Market Economics vs. Socialism
Public Speaking and Debating Skills
The Message in the Music
Love, Courtship and Marriage
Exposing Lies We have Believed
Self-Defence Skills
Reformation and Revival
Discernment and Guidance
Hunger for Reality

“Do not conform any longer to the patterns of
this world, but be transformed by the renewing of
your mind.” Romans 12:2
This Summit could be the best investment you
have ever made.
Outdoor Activities and Sports:
There will be opportunities for team-building,
problem solving, obstacle courses, adventure
activities and swimming.
“The Summit provides a solid spiritual foundation
to help keep your child’s Faith secure when the
storms of godlessness and unbelief confront him.”
Dr. D. James Kennedy,
Evangelism Explosion

